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Foibles of our opposition leader, Enda Kenny
Dodgy Fine Gael Superdraw

E

nda has had a good
few weeks since
Village’s last edition.
So this month instead of the
usual quotations, Endawatch is going
to have a look at an aspect of Fine
Gael’s funding - its national
Superdraw lottery, which allegedly
makes a million Euro for it annually and pays out large prizes of
which the first alone is
20,000 Euro. It is FG’s
principal source of funding so you’d assume it
would all be in order.
Endawatch is a stickler for
making sure Enda, and the
party of which he is president,
do everything in order. And
Enda certainly is right behind
this Superdraw. There’s even a
message attached to the
Superdraw form, from Enda,
addressed “Dear friend”, urging
help with building “a stronger FG, a
better Ireland.
So Endawatch got his hands on one
of these tickets and a copy of the
Gaming and Lotteries Act, 1956.
The ticket is not issued by Fine Gael
but by Fine Gael Funding Democracy
Club. Nice.
Endawatch presumes this is because
not everyone buying a ticket wants to
be a member of Fine Gael. No surprises there.
The lottery is stated to be a private
lottery under s 23 of the Gaming and
Lotteries Act, organised for and by the
Funding Democracy Club.
S 23 states: “A lottery shall not be
unlawful if a) the sale of chances is confined
to (i) the members of one society established
and conducted for purposes not connected
with gaming” etc (the rest is irrelevant).

It is
clear from
this that if
sales aren’t confined to members of one society the
lottery can’t be lawful - the sales must
be to members of one society.
Clearly that society is the Funding
Democracy Club. And everyone who
buys a ticket is a member.
Or are they? It is not clear that people buying tickets are members of that
society at all.
Thousands of ticket sales and winners do not appear to be members of
anything relevant at all.
The ticket does state at Rule No 4

that “all members are entitled
to attend the draw”. But that is hardly
enough to tell you that buying a ticket
makes you a member of the Club.
Unless absolutely everyone who
buys tickets in FG’s fabulour lottery is
told they are joining the mysterious
Funding Democracy Club.
Since this is unlikely, it pains
Endawatch to say it appears Fine Gael
has been making a lot of money out
of a dodgy draw.
Fine Gael told Village they were “in
full compliance with the
regulations”
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